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Publishing electronically should save them the costs of preparing at least some of the paper copies now
required. There was widespread interest in this and subsequent meetings, and University presidents saw the
potential benefits as well at various SURA discussions. While we observe many ETDs only require on the
order of a megabyte, we expect that with images and other media forms, the average size will approach
megabytes. Vireo was developed initially with grant funding from the Institute of Museum and Library
Services. Infrastructure Universities support students in their roles of publishers and researchers. A single
video file can consume one or two orders of magnitude more space; it is fortunate that a computer system with
two terabytes of hierarchical storage is available at Virginia Tech to support this project! Let's take a moment
to consider its likely effects on the key parties involved: students, universities, the research community, and
the publishing world. UMI already has an archive of 1. Many discussions have been held, and presentations
given, in the region, nation, and even internationally. How You Can Help Since almost everyone stands to
benefit from the development of the NDLTD, we encourage you to help in this process in a way that fits the
mission of your institution. Check out Vireo end user documentation. However, with the growth in interest in
HTML, this problem has been largely eliminated. If you are a member of the Texas Digital Library and want
to deploy Vireo at your institution, please contact the TDL staff to get started. If they can publish
electronically and add to digital libraries, future works they write will not have to be scanned or re-keyed.
Education and Evaluation Since we aim to improve graduate education, we must afford equal access and
undertake a careful evaluation. Access begets access, so having more graduate works in the NDLTD is likely
to simulate greater interest in theses and dissertations TDs. The TDL hosts Vireo for its consortial members
and continues active development on the software. North Carolina State University was the first institution
seeking to join the initiative, and initial electronic submissions are expected there in October. A regular part of
the FDI is for faculty to learn about Adobe Acrobat and the handling of ETDs - thus over have been trained
about this initiative. This was only revised in , in connection with recent efforts supported by SURA - see
below. Building Local Consensus At universities, while moving toward the NDLTD is clearly advantageous,
such a shift requires many changes in policies and practices. While it may evolve as comments are received,
we hope some version of it will be universally adopted so that TDs are tagged to facilitate searching and
formatting. Also, students can benefit by learning how to become electronic publishers, preparing them for
their future work. Second, it makes use of technology that is modular and distributed, and which is addressing
needs of a growing number of computer science departments. Based on the increases we have seen in numbers
of accesses to electronic journals as they became available on WWW, we expect that there will be a dramatic
increase in the average number of accesses to TDs when they shift from paper to NDLTD availability. It
seems likely that at least one person in each large university can be freed to work on other tasks if proper
automation takes place, resulting in simplification of the work flow related to TDs. So, we turn our attention to
the other two legs of successful digital libraries, starting with sustainability. Sustainability For digital libraries
to be successful, they must be sustainable, scalable and usable. It is also an invitation to universities to unlock
their resources in connection with this collaborative project. If the number of standards supported is kept to a
minimum, there will be less work in refreshing the archive as technologies and standards change, calling for
conversion to more modern storage and representation schemes. Acknowledgments The U. For example, if
you are engaged in the development of software or systems for digital libraries, or helping with standards
efforts, you can help directly with building the NDLTD.


